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We have exciting news! Registration is now open for the AOS & SCO-SOC 2021 
Virtual Meeting, a virtual joint meeting of the American Ornithological Society (AOS) 
and the Society of Canadian Ornithologists-Société des ornithologistes du Canada 
(SCO-SOC) scheduled for 9–14 August 2021. In this special “meeting” edition of 
AOS News, we share a few important, time-sensitive reminders, invitations to 
participate, and event updates. Read on for more details!  

 

The Latest News on the AOS & SCO-SOC 2021 Virtual 
Meeting 

Registration opens today! 

Meeting registration is now open for the AOS & SCO-SOC 2021 Virtual Meeting! We have 
designed an engaging scientific program, and are excited to share new details about a few of 
our scheduled social events!  

AOS & SCO-SOC are committed to supporting members impacted by the ongoing effects of 
the COVID-19 pandemic. We strived to keep meeting costs low for participants but 
recognize that these can still be a barrier. We are pleased to provide relief if the cost of 
registration is a financial barrier to participation. AOS and SCO-SOC are also providing 
discounted registration rates for individuals who are residents of special countries. Please 
see the registration information page on the meeting website for more information. For 
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meeting participants requiring financial assistance for any reason, please make your request 
through this form before registering for the meeting. We will provide you with a specific 
discount code to use with your registration. 

 

Calling All Storytellers for Our “Tales from a Mixed-species Flock: Stories 
across ornithology” storytelling event! 

This year’s virtual meeting will include a special live storytelling event akin to the popular 
event last year during NAOC (please watch Dr. Sahas Barve’s story here). If you have ever 
listened to The Moth on NPR or been to a Story Collider event at another conference, you 
may know what to expect, but we need your stories to make this event a success. 
 
We’re seeking storytellers to share interesting and personal stories about their experiences 
in ornithology with the AOS & SCO-SOC community. Please join your friends and colleagues 
for an evening of laughter, tears, and joy as we listen to five captivating stories that reflect 
the depth and breadth of experiences within our ornithological community.  
 
Could one of these stories be yours? Some story ideas could include your connections with 
birds during COVID-19 shutdowns, how the pandemic affected your fieldwork, a tale of your 
most exciting scientific breakthrough, an experience sharing your research with the public, 
or how you first got interested in birds. With your storytelling, we hope to amplify the 
diversity of voices present in ornithology and highlight the variety of experiences in the lab 
and field. We strongly encourage submissions from ornithologists that self-identify as 
members of historically underrepresented groups. We also welcome story pitches from 
ornithologists who speak English as a second language (stories can be multilingual and 
translation will be available). 
 
If you’re interested in joining us on the virtual stage to share a personal story of your 
experiences in ornithology, please fill out this google form with a short pitch of your story 
(200-word max) by 1 July 2021. 

 

You’re Invited to the Rainbow Lorikeets Queer Social and Queer 
Roundtable 

The Rainbow Lorikeets, a joint caucus of AOS and the National Organization of Gay and 
Lesbian Scientists and Technical Professionals (NOGLSTP), is hosting a Queer Social and a 
Queer Roundtable discussion at the upcoming AOS & SCO-SOC 2021 Virtual Meeting to 
continue the conversation and build our queer community! We are currently looking for a 
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few more LGBTQIA+ identified members to help guide our roundtable discussion. Please 
follow this link for more details and to nominate yourself. Happy Pride Month to our fellow 
ornithologists! If you are interested in joining the Rainbow Lorikeets, please also apply for 
membership with our joint LGBTQIA+ professional society, NOGLSTP. 

 

It’s Time to Register for the 2021 Quiz Bowl! 

The Student Affairs Committee (SAC) is bringing back the annual competition of avian and 
avian-adjacent trivia for students and bird-lovers one and all! The Quiz Bowl, organized by 
the SAC, is one of the most popular annual events at AOS, NAOC, and now the AOS-SCO 
meetings. Routinely attracting hundreds of attendees, the Quiz Bowl pits groups of three 
against each other as they navigate a minefield of scientific and pop culture trivia questions, 
all geared toward the ornithologically-inclined. Meeting attendees at all career stages can 
compete for fun prizes in the initial “pub-style” round, and the top three student groups 
move forward to compete in the final round for even greater glory. Prizes are donated by 
conference sponsors and partners and may include birding gear, field guides, and awesome 
trinkets. Spectators are more than welcome in this virtual setting that will feature not one 
but TWO bird-tastic emcees! Registration to compete in the Quiz Bowl closes two weeks in 
advance of the meeting on 26 July 2021, at 12:00 a.m. (EDT). 

 

Check Out Our Scientific Program on the Meeting Website 

Check out details on Symposia, Roundtable Discussions, and pre-conference Workshops and 
Training Opportunities that are now available on the AOS & SCO-SOC 2021 Virtual Meeting 
website. Stay tuned for more information in the coming weeks! 

 

Free Registration for Meeting Volunteers 

We could not hold our annual meeting without the help of our many meeting volunteers! 
This year, we’re asking our volunteers for a minimum 6-hour commitment (including any 
required training) in exchange for free registration to the AOS & SCO-SOC 2021 Virtual 
Meeting (all volunteers) AND memberships to both AOS and SCO-SOC for one (1) year (early 
professionals) or two (2) years (students). We have immediate opportunities for language 
translators who are fluent in Spanish, French, or Portuguese. Learn more about this 
opportunity and sign up to volunteer!                                                  
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